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Introduction 
Rochester was a hit! But  which Rochester? The  Sixth 

Biennial Conference included 127 papers in three days. There 
were often several oarallel sessions and few narticinants ac- . ~ ~~~~~ 

t u d y  attended one and the same sequence of formal sessions, 
let alone the manv informal small erouo huddles. There were - .  
many aspects o i  attending the Conference about which 
widespread participant agreement would be readily forth- 
coming: the smooth organization, the genial hospitality, the 
high quality of the food, and the  cordiality of the students a t  
the National Technical Institute for the Deaf. 

Each morning and afternoon time block began with a stand 
alone session, hu t  Tuesday morning was the only multihour 
time block with a single activity for all participants. On 
Tuesday afternoon there were as  many as  six parallel nonre- 
peated activities from which participants could choose to at- 
tend. 

Readers are cautioned tha t  before participants were half 
way through the experience they had come to use the term 
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"intense" when describing the Rochester experience. There 
were rarely resting, unfilled moments. 

This conference report was prepared as the result of efforts 
by twenty-nine reporters, photographers, and editors whose 
names, initials, and affiliations are listed below. Since 127 
papers were actually presented a t  the conference, it is im- 
possible to do justice to them in the space available. Our report 
attempts to reflect the essence of each contribution in just a 
few sentences. Additional information can he obtained from 
the conference abstracts, "Notes 6th: copies of which can be 
ohtained for $12 each from Dr. Earl Krakower, Department 
of Chemistry, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, 
New York 14623. In preparing the text of this report, only the 
name of the presenting author has been given followed by the 
paper number from "Notes 6th" and the initials of the re- 
porter. Full titles and all authors are listed by paper number 
a t  the end of each section. 
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Contemporary Issues Related to Chemistry 

Some areas of great technical interest to chemists are in 
the public spotlight today. The conference organizers arranged 
for speakers in many such areas. There were several contrih- 
uted oresentations in these areas as well. The formal nuhlicitv 
of the conference focussed upon the invited energy speakers, 
hut all invited navers were well received. and no one naner in . . . . 
particular received special enthusiasm from the partici- 
nants. 

Energy 

A great emphasis was placed upon nuclear energy sources 
by the three invited speakers in the energy area. Some 
speakers used talks in inorganic chemistry to hring the relation 
of innovative chemistry and energy conservation into focus. 
Little attention was  aid to fossil fuels. solar enerev, eeo- -. . - 
thermal energy, or other alternatives. 

The nroeram commenced Sundav evening with M. J. Lu- 
bin's presentation (I, JLS) on fusion. ~ e g i n n i n ~  with a 
summarv of the concepts of fusion, he quickly reviewed 
progress-and came to the-current status of fusion asa potential 
commercial power source. The "pellet" technology wherein 
a tiny, carefully engineered pellet of fuel is heated rapidly 
using lasers was described. The special requirements to he met 
before this annroach becomes viable were set forth. Earlv . . 
decisions frequently lock development into unique channels, 
and Lnhin cautioned that it was too soon to limit develon- 
11~en1d optidn. ,it this lime. 111 r e q ~ ~ m s ?  I t *  one que:tim, he 
incli~.:it(,d th,i~ ri burst or dddirtcmal iu~ldine in this nrw l ik t  I\. - 
would not he especially fruitful. 

G .  T. Seabora (2. JLS) reviewed svstematicallv the mag- 
nitude of the energy problem, and he enumerated specific 
mechanisms for dealing with the uroblem. Conservation alone 
will not suffice. ~ossifieserves in coal and shale must he ex- 
ploited. Solar energy can be expected to play an important if 
limited role, especially in areas such as space heating. Seahorg 
reviewed the nuclear options, both fission and fusion, and 
indicated a need to pursue conventional nuclear reactors. 
Finally, he speculated that hydrogen produced from solar 
enerev mav one dav make an imnortant contribution to our 

U" " 

energy needs. 
H. A. Bethe (93. JLS) reiterated manv thoughts ex~ressed 

hy Seaborg hut spent much time on the nuclear energy area. 
He reviewed issues regarding reactor safety and the need for 
special training programs. He argued that nuclear wastes 
could be disposed of safely. His analysis included a discussion 
of relative risks of nuc1ea;versus co"ventional fuels, especially 
health and environmental risks. 

During the question and answer period after Dr. Bethe's 
presentation, Dr. B. Sen of Louisiana State University rose 
and requested the opportunity to make a statement of several 
minutes length. Dr. Lubin, the session chair, denied this re- 
quest, whereupon significant amounts of applause arose from 
the audience and Dr. Sen left the auditorium in protest. A 
comnromise between Sen and conference organizers was 
worked out that night (Tuesday), and Sen addressed a group 
of participants during a special session on Wednesday after- 
noon. 

Chemical educators are a conservative group, and our or- . . 
ganlzrrl niertiny-. h:lw nruitlvd intellic 1k1131e wer  Current . , is>ucs. 1 hv pna.e(lu:rl I.WC r:iiacd hereconwrnrd :m.hirving 

a balance between the respect we feel to he due to an eminent 
scientist aeainst the on~ortunitv for a simultaneous nublic . . 
,tir~ny dpu;nr.i ur view ctmtrary to rmn-e / h e  exprr,r ... In this 
case, huth thr Hethe and Srn prrsenuti<m w r e  nrandnril tare 
nwiting only the wurtei) nhic,h cheml+tr nt~rm,~lly extc nd 
t t ~  iuvukers. The incident raised dnreat deal d e w t e m t n t  and 
disiussion regarding rights of speech a t  a conference; the 
"prolanti nuke" content-based issues were simply not very 
intensely discussed by participants in spite of the incident. 

R. C. Anderson (29, LSF) dealt with practical issues re- 
lated to the teaching of energy issues to the broadest con- 
ceivable audience including average citizens as well as scien- 
tists and engineers. The need for clarification of energy con- 
cepts versus those of economics, ecology, and ethics was 
hiehliehted. Problems with an overabundance of often mis- 
leiding units were noted. Specification of the initial and final 
states of all starting materials and uroducts is im~ortant .  The 
expression of these notions in terks  readily uiderstood by 
laymen is a key problem. 

A. Breyer (100, TET) described the use of thermodynamic 
data and AH diagrams for reactions and for thermodynami- 
cally definable "steps." Although presentations in terms of 
AG and AS were included, the author feels that AH diagrams 
are more instructive for our relatively low temperature 
world. 
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Recombinant DNA 
Genetic engineering is reported in the contemporary current 

events sources from Newsweek to the local newspaper. 
Reading The Wall Street Journal gives us ideas about which 
stocks offer a "play" in recomhinant DNA application; reading 
the scientific literature gives us complex technical descriptions 
of procedures. A basic technical description of recombinant 
DNA techniques, one oriented toward chemists, was in 
order. 

G .  Wilson (108, CEO) proclaimed that we are a t  the 
"doorstep of the genetic age" as he began to describe recom- 
binant DNA technology in his amusipgly illustrated presen- 
tation. A series of discoveries including: plasmids carrying 
foreign DNA into a bacterial cell; restriction enzymes which 
recognize certain nucleotide sequences on DNA and cut a t  
these places; techniques for preparing DNA fragments; and 
insertion enzymes which can help insert new DNA into plas- 
mids. His audience remained skeptical when Wilson suggested 
that these techniques could soon he used in high school ex- 
periments. He summarized the potential benefits of this work. 
These include: insights into gene function; synthesis of im- 
portant natural products such as insulin and interferon; and 
possibly gene therapy. Wilson minimized the risks in this 
work, one of which is the development of lethal bacterial 
strains. In addition to physical containment, biological con- 
tainment involves the use of bacteria which are unable to 
survive outside of very specialized growth media. 

Bibliography 

(108) Recombinant DNA. Gary Wilson, Medical Center, University 
of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627. 

Public Understanding of Science 
W. E. Burrows (127, DWB) gave a delightful talk on press 

reporting of science. When reporters convey at face value that 
which is provided to them by corporations, government 
agencies, testing laboratories, "supposedly disinterested 
academicians," etc., their stories are often contradictory and 
confusing. Interpreting science news leaves reporters open to 
a range of charges. The problems were amusingly set forth in 
a satirical description of the fictitious MESSUP controversy. 
Burrows advocated improved science training for those who 
would become journalists. In particular, he descrihed a crea- 
tive and unusual program for science training of reporters 
which is being considered a t  NYU. 
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Health and Safety 
In spite of the hue and cry of the public and the often talked 

about threat of OSHA involvement in academic laboratories, 
Conference participants did not appear to he preoccupied with 
health and safety issues. Nevertheless, the Conference orga- 
nizers provided an excellent presentation on toxicology. 

F. L. Scott (95, DWB) reviewed basic notions of toxicology, 
and talked about proposed mechanisms of carcinogenesis. 
Two mechanisms for carcinogenesis are a "single deleterious 
event which remains veiled" and a threshold mechanism in 
which repairs are possible until a threshold is exceeded. Scott 
observed that some enzvme systems detoxify materials but 
occasionally produce reactive intermediates which may 
damage genetic material. His presentation was very smoothly 
delivered and was an excellent scientific updating. In response 
to a question about thresholds, Scott cited the example of 
Tylenol? there is complete safety below a threshold, hut once 
the glutathione pool of an individual is depleted, serious toxic 
effects may result to that individual. 

A.M. Tometsko (96, DWB) compared and contrasted the 
definitions of mutaeenicitv and carcinoeenicitv. He described 
the Ames test for mutagenicity and reported some interesting 
results. Some chemicals are found to be antimutagenic: they 
lower the mutagenicity of other chemicals in the Ames test. 
He sueculated that, for workers that are routinely ex~osed to 
mutagenic chemicals, it may be possible to raise the threshold 
for neoplasm formation by treatment with appropriate anti- 
mutagens. 

M. C .  Nagel (31, DWB) gave an exceptionally thoughtful 
presentation on safety in the high school lahoratory. Among 
the many practical suggestions were to put out only chemicals 
to he usidand in appropriate amounts; to use different sized 
and shaped bottles, with differently colored caps for different 
suhstanies: and to nav snecial attention to chemical sturaee. 

the question, "What would happen if the fire alarm rang 
now?" 

T. J. Tipton (50, LLJ) presented the new safety module of 
Project TEACH, the highly popular materials for training 
teaching assistants. This module consists of a videotape, 
written materials, slides, a hook, and several pamphlets. Be- 
cause of its content, the videotape has a wider applicability 
than TA training and could he used to teach safety to em- 
ployees in industry as well as to undergraduates. 

M. Kolz ( I l l ,  GPB) also descrihed the development of a 
safety program for TAs, upper level chemistry majors, and 
high school teachers. A sample videotape program on the use 
of fire extineuishers was shown. She discussed the stratenies 
of preparing effective modules. 

R. Baver (114. GPB) discussed the urohlems associated 

" - 
concentration of toxic vapors a t  various points and under 
various conditions in a tv~ ica l  laboratory. Once such condi- 
tions are evaluated for a &ticular laboratory, both planning 
for experiments and for facilities improvements can take place 
in a rational manner. 
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(111) Development of a Chemical Laboratory Safety Course as 
Part of the Curriculum-Employment of Resources. 
Marlene Kolz and L. Jewel Nicholls. Universitv of Illinois 
at Chicago Circle, Department of Chemistry; Box 4348, 
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Inorganic Chemistry 

Homogeneous catalysis, systems for the photochemical 
conversion of water into hydrogen using visible light, and 
systems for nitrogen fixation are highly regarded as basic re- 
search areas through which relief from the current energy 
shortage may eventually he achieved. Nevertheless, the ex- 
cellent inorganic talks did not capture unusual interest from 
varticioants. 

R. ~ i s e n h e r g  (3, NEG) focussed upon common threads 
between organometallic chemistrv and homoreneous catalvsis. - . 
Several examples were given in terms of catalyst requirements, 
individual reaction steps, and organometallic intermediates. 
The suhsteps in a catalytic cycle include substrate binding and 
activation, substrate coupling and/or transformation, product 
elimination, and catalyst regeneration. Each suhstep was 
examined in some detail. He gave several examples of suc- 
cessful industrial processes based upon homogeneous catal- 
ysis. The  talk concluded with an enumeration of potential 
systems tha t  would help to deal with existing energy proh- 
lems. 

S. Kirschner  (4. NEG) reviewed recent develowments in 
coordination chemistry. Complexes descrihed included: 
metal-metal single and multiple bond complexes; multidecker 
sandwiches; five coordinate nickel(I1); fluxional molecules; 
dinitrogen complexes; cryptate complexes; ferrous capped 
porphyrins; and picket fence porphyrins. He concluded with 
comments on platinum complexes with ligands showing car- 
cinostatic activity. 

D. Kolh (27, EK) dealt with industrial catalysts as she  
would have classroom teachers describe them t o  students. 
Catalysts may make a reaction accessible or may determine 
the products of a reaction due to selective enhancement among 
competing reactions. A list of catalysts was provided. 

R. W. Collins (99. TETI reworted the results of a aues- 

Environment 

L. T. Pryde  (28, LSF) descrihed trends in the incorporation 
of environmental topics within general chemistry textbooks. 
Instructors today have a broad range of options to select texts 
dealing with environmental issues. Pryde sees the inclusion 
of these topics as an effective method to make the process of 
communicating chemistry more meaningful for the stu- 
dents. 

D. MaeInnes (42. LLJ) descrihed a field triw during which 
students studied the ecology of the many habitats visited and 
nerformed a number of chemical analvses on the water in each 
legion. Tests included: pH, salinity, turbidity, dioxygen, 
phosphate, nitrate, and ammonia. A comparison allowed the 
students to see the effects of urbanization upon the animal and 
plant communities. 

S. E. Wenger (68, JIG) introduces his high school students 
to practical applications of chemistry. His students have been 
nnrforrnine freshwater studies of the Chickies Creek Water- *~ ~- ~ 

shed which include optical, electrical, titrimetric, electro- 
chemical, and gravimetric procedures. After ten years these 
studies have yielded comprehensive results regarding water 
quality. 

H. Bassow (125, JIG) discussed the chronological devel- 
opment of the atmospheric ozone depletion controversy. He 
distributed a handout which included articles from a collection 
of magazines, newspapers, and congressional hearings. These 
resources developed the controversy from 1930 when fluoro- 
carbons were introduced through to the present. He descrihed 
how the topic could he used to interest nonscience stu- 
dents. 
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tionnaire assessing the manne; in which the descriptive in- 
organic chemistry core material was being handled. One-third 

inorganic chemistry course. Implications of these results were 
discussed. 
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Underrepresented Groups in Science 

Probably the area of most active informal discussion a t  the 
Conference was that of underrepresented eroups, particularly - - 
women and the handicapped. This was true even ihough only 
10% of the formal papers were in this area. 

Much talk was devoted to the reasons why women drop out 
of PhD programs and to how they can be encouraged to stay 
in. One notion advanced was that "when a man quits a PhD 
program with a master's degree it's considered to he a failure, 
but when a woman does that it's acceptable to call it a deci- 
sion." By no means did a consensus view emerge regarding 
women in chemistry programs. "Those women just didn't 
understand what I was saying," said a well-known Division 
member to the conference editor. Nor did you they, Dr. X! 

Women in Science 
N. M. Roscher (62. AAR) described an NSF su~vor ted  - ~ . , . . 

program in "Career Facilitation Grants" designed to meet the 
needs of women scientists who either have been out of the ioh 
marker or i l n d r r - u t ~ l ~ z d  011 111e ' th.  'I'm: prt,;.r;illl d r v e l ~ ~ ~ ~ e d  
svecirirallv at lh( Amer~csn I lnirt r-itv vmplur?,rs I.ilkrrM<~rv . . 
skius in f&r areas (physical, organic, analytical, biochemistry). 
The author summarized the focus of several programs at other 
institutions. 

A. A. Russell (61, AAR) described the differential and 
much higher attrition rate of women than men chemistry 
graduate students a t  UCLA. This result occurs in other 
"male-dominated" disci~lines as well. The transition from the ---.-- ~~~-~ ~ ~~~~ ~ 

"student" role of the new graduate to the "colleague" role of 
the new PhD is felt to he more difficult for women than men. 
While peer support groups help ameliorate the problem, 
special efforts by faculty to encourage "colleague" status of 
women graduates is necessary. 

D. Davenoort (94. EK) took care to develop the societal . .  . 
context in w k h  three women scientists of the i8th and 19th 
centuries lived and worked. and to help his audience appre- 
ciate them as people. ~ a d a m e  ~avofsier-Rumford (1758- 
1836) was described bv the use of extensive quotes from the 
goss$s of the day as toher appearance, character, wit, and the 
unhaDDv nature of her second marriage. Mrs. Jane Marcet 
publi8hed materials intended to introduce women of the early 
19th century to contemporary chemical knowledge and beliefs. 

These lucidly and elegantly written pieces which she herself 
finely illustrated did much to popularize science. Though 
known only through her 1794 book in which she published 
original chemical experiments, Elizabeth Fulhame used a 
strongly worded preface to illustrate the problems women 
faced in being accepted as intellectual beings during that 
veriod. Daven~or t  touched hrieflv on some more recent 
women scientisk, and dedicated his Bession to Dame Kathleen 
Lonsdale (1903-71). a crvstallogra~her, who had an early in- - .  
fluence in his life. 
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Teaching the Handicapped 
The conference sensitized participants to the problems of 

hearine-im~aired Dersons. Our sessions were held a t  the Na- 

evening gave participants more insight to the art of inter- 
pretation. Participants could see many conversations in signed 
Enelish. Our rooms a t  the NTID dormitorv were ecluip~ed " . .. 
with strobe-light fire alarms. The bookstore offered many 
selections on "sienine." Even the interpretation of the start 
of the Chemathon '80iace was impressive. There was probably 
as much learned about teaching the handicapped as a result 
of private conversations between participants a id  interpreters 
as through any formal aspects of the program. The interplay 
between Bassam Shakhashiri and his interpreter a t  the 
Tuesday morning demonstration session was especially 
nml~>iny. And the erprriiism .,ntht,  intt.rpn.ter'- rncc \ I t d a y  
rwnmy wl~en she \rn t.nu:ht w3rd 1,) 9 hgdrogt n u x y ~ e ~ ~  
e x p l o s h  was priceless. Now all attendees know how to sign 
"boom!" 
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The formal session on teaching the handicapped was con- 
vened by B. E. Cain who provided signing for the deaf as he 
spoke (CHM). This typified the message conveyed by all 
presenters, namely, that it is possihle to be a t  ease in teaching 
handicapped students yet not sacrifice quality in the process. 
Several recurring themes were always to consult the handi- 
capped individual, and never to take for granted that you 
know what needs to be done; give students as much inde- 
pendence as possible; and, finally, many technological de- 
velopments have been in response to specific student needs 
or demands. 

M. R. Redden (21, CHM) descrihed resources available 
from the AAAS Office on Opwortunities in Science related to: . . 
making national meetings accessible; educating younger 
handicapped students; and locating people who may be willing 
to act as resource people. 

R. C. Morrison (22, CHM) pointed out the inadequacy of 
havine siehted assistants aid blind students in laboratorv. He - - 
descrihed a microcomputer with voice synthesizer that was 
developed to maximize the student's independence. The de- 
vice could be interfaced to instruments such as pH meters, 
etc., and sound out the instrument signals that would normally 
be read from panels by sighted students. 

M. F. Richardson (23, CHM) descrihed an adjustable 
height wheelchair that allows the handicapped student access 
to the e~uiwment provided a t  normal height laboratory hays. 
The sup&ority oithis approach to that bf huilding lowered 
lab bays was descrihed. 

B. E. Cain (24, CHM) made many practical suggestions 
regarding the teaching of deaf students. Because many stu- 
dents lip read, the mouth of the speaker must he visible. 
Notetakers should be provided so that the student may con- 
tinue to lip read. Scripts of films, etc., should he made avail- 
able where possible. Eye protection is critical for deaf students 
in laboratory. 
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Minorities 
J. W. Carmichael 156. AARi described a soecial multifac- 

eted program aimed a t  maintaining academic standards as 
course exit criteria but with attention to raisine student wer- 
formances. Program elements include: a mathlscience rally 
to nromote science careers amone minoritv hieh school stu- 

- 
summer program designed to enhance prohlem-solviniskills 
of mefreshmen science majors; integration of "sympathy" into . 
regular science courses; a Piagetian-based laboratory sequence 
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in general chemistry; and continued emphasis upon close 
contact and support. 

E. Kean (57, AAR) described a rationale for establishing 
academic assistance programs such as the one a t  Wisconsin- 
Madison. Changes in the "acceptable failure rate" can involve 
course content. standards. or tutorial oroerams. The first two . - 
criteria will change if a large fraction of a course population 
fails. If an identifiahle subset of the wowulation fails. tutorial . . 
programs are likely to be employed. Such programs are 
"sometimes useful, sometimes necessary, hut never should be 
considered ends in themselves." 

C. Middlecamp (58, AAR, LLJ) dispelled some myths 
surrounding tutorial programs: that one can run them during 
spare time; that a chemistry PhD is sufficient training; that 
one will be teaching chemistry as opposed to other more basic 
skills; and that one needs to start from scratch. At Madison, 
120 students/semester are served by a staff of 5. Emphasis is 
placed upon an analysis of each student's difficulties, and 
programs are designed accordingly. In addition to individual 
help, students meet twice per week with a tutor and attend a 
2-hour wroblem-solvine session. 

University of ~ o u i s i a i a  these include: weekly sessions which 
include emphasis upon how to solve problems; condensed 
lecture tapes; review of math for credit; special efforts to 
minimize procrastination; required use of molecular models; 
systematic teaching of study skills; emphasis on building 
self-confidence; repeatable final examinations; a peer tutoring 
system; and a coordinated Piagetian-oriented general chem- 
istry laboratory. 
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"Doing Chemistry" 

Chemistry is an active subject: teachers and students do 
chemistry in many ways. The lecture demonstration (lecture 
experiment) is a means for the teacher to involve students with 
chemistry in an exciting and creative fashion, one well rec- 
ognized by conference organizers who arranged for five such 
presentations. As in all preceding conferences, many new 
student experiments were reported by participants. 

Demonstrations 
The only lengthy period with no alternative programming 

durine the conference was on Tuesdav morning when dem- 

Bents, father and son. Bent-the-elder recei"ed a well deserved 
standing ovation a t  the conclusion of his presentation in what 
was clearly the most enthusiastic display on the part of par- 
ticipants during the entire conference. 

J. A. Schwarcz and A. E. Fenster (52. LGW) collaborated . . 
in the presentation of a show which combined attractive slides, 
stage magic, and chemical demonstrations. The Monday 
evening show provided much information a t  the same time 
that i t  deliehted children of all ages. Several children were 
asked to pah ipa te .  The interpret& for this presentation was 
a good sport-she conveyed genuine incredulity when sur- 
prised by a hydrogenloxygen explosion. Her presence further 
enhanced this excellent presentation. 

H. A. Bent and H. E. Bent (53, MJP) extolled the virtues 
of demonstrations and lecture experiments in classroom 
teaching. Bent-the-younger did so with a rapid series of catchy 
phrases on the philosophy of the exercise, many of which were 
in a pointlconnterpoint format. Bent-the-elder traced this 
theme by examining the practices of several of his great 
teachers and analvzine, throueh anecdotes. the reasons for 
their success. He &~otzd Joel ~ i l d e b r a n d  a; saying that the 
DurDose of the lecture demonstration was "not to show off hut 
to skmulate the students to think." His finale was an ex- 
tremely impressive demonstration of burning hydrogen gas 
a t  the tip of a long exit tube atop a hell jar (with an open hot- 
tom), the result of which was an explosion filling the jar with 
flames. The jar proved to he cracked, and there was much 
discussion as to whether the crack was preexisting ,or was 
brought about by the explosion. 

D. N. Harpp (54, MJP) gave an impressive talk on sym- 
metrv. durine which he demonstrated the nower of the Ian - .  
dissolve slide projection technique that he has made famous 
in chemistrv. He develoued several examules of svmmetric and 
near-symmetric relationships in nature. The lap-dissolve 
technique was a t  once entertaining and informative; the su- 
perpositioning technique illustrates symmetry relationships 
more clearly than does that of side-by-side projections. 

B. Z. Shakhashiri  began with the stage literally covered 
with demonstration materials (55, MJP). As he talked, G.  
Direen moved quietly in the background either setting up the 
next experiment or striking down the preceding one. His 
theme was the same as that of Bent and Bent. Specific tech- 
niques that he recommended included: involving the students 
in making observations; always be prepared a t  some point to 
provide a valid explanation; practice in advance; and he cer- 

tain that effects are visible by having suitably sized equip- 
ment. orooer liehtine. and au~rooriate background. His . .  . -. .. . " 

thermite reaction did not work; his reversing air-oxidation of 
hot coooer/hvdroren reduction of hot couuer(I1) oxide was . - - .. . . 
very impressive. A complete package of write-ups on each 
demonstration was provided a t  nominal cost. 

A meeting in Rochester would have been incomplete 
without J. E. Patton's conference finale presentation on color 
photography (128, DWB). Patton used three projectors with 
superimposed images and an overhead projector to demon- 
strate the principles of additive and subtractive primary 
colors. The manufacture of thinevenly-coated films is a forte 
of the Kodak company, and the use of multiple-layered pho- 
tographic films to produce colored negatives and positives was 
descrihed in terms of the physical principles. [See Chemtech, 
9, 25 (1979) for details.] Instant color photographs are cur- 
rently produced by Kodakoinstant print film by a process in 
which dye "releasers" are incorporated in the film. Diffusible 
dves end up beine released in inverse orooortion to exuosure. 

cyan) which, when superimposed, gave a full color picture. 
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Student Experiments 
Chemical educators are always in search of new student 

experiments, and the participants at this conference were not 
exceptions. Several threads seemed to appear. Experiments 
involving the use of computers were in evidence. Also, there 
were several which claimed to have strategies based upon 
applications of the developmental notions of Jean Piaget. 
Finally, there were several devoted to specific instruments. 
No sweeping trends likely to change dramatically the com- 
plexion of contemporary student laboratories were ap- 
uarent. 

D. K. Balasubramanian (130, GPB) described polyeth- 
ylene glycol as a substitute for crown ethers in certain situa- 
tions. Low cost and reduced toxicity are the primary advan- 
tages. Experiments included solvent extraction, conduc- 
tometry, and phase transfer catalysis. 
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H. M. Bell (37, LLJ) descrihed the use of interactive com- 
puters in support of the physical methods lahoratory. In one 
experiment, for example, the dipole moment of an organic 
compound is measured experimentally. The student then 
predicts the most stable conformation and inputs its coordi- 
nates t o  the computer. A picture of the conformation is re- 
turned along with its calculated dipole moment. This process 
is iterated until a good fit is obtained. 

J. S. Copes, (38, LLJ) described experiments which provide 
students the opportunity to explore chemical phenomena 
through guided inquiry. The  emphasis throughout is "oh- 
servation, ideas, and then formulas." Experiments are selected 
t o  emphasize concrete experiences. 

J. E. Eilers  and B. D. Joshi  (39, LLJ) provided examples 
of simulated "auantum" exneriments. Interactive Fortran 
programs allow students to see the effect of varying parame- 
ters upon electron densitv plots, harmonics, etc. This con- 
cretization of otherwise abstract concepts is thought to help 
students acquire the concepts more readily. 

E. Kelly (41, LLJ) spoke to the often neglected issue of data 
analysis in the physical chemistry lahoratory. A commercially 
available module on statistical analysis (UMAP, 55 Chapel 
St., Newton, MA 02160) is distrihuted t o  students. One out- 
come of this approach has been an increased emphasis on the 
part of students on the quality of the data they collect. 

T. L. Miller  (43, LLJ) descrihed a project involving the 
synthesis of benzoic acid (or a substituted derivative). A wide 
range of measurements are made, followed by the synthesis 
and analysis of a copper benzoate salt. All areas of chemistry 
are emploved. The experience is conce~tuallv graduated with . . . .. 
(lv1:8il1.11 instruct ikm- ~~r<r\.lllt tl wrly in I he. c t m n  1 ~ 1  i t  irn 
decreasing del;iil rhnlti.hmr, c~ldillr, ail11 S I U O E I I I S ~ I B ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ I I  
to  the library for literature studies. - 

L. Peck  (45, LLJ) descrihed the mainstream chemistry 
laboratory program a t  Texas A&M where the emphasis is on 
enjoyment and motivation alona with laboratory skills. The  
course is highly structured withi ts  own laboratory manual, 
quizzes, and prelahoratory videotapes. Microfiche copies of 
samnle laboratories and other information are made available 
a t  a student learning center. 

D. H. Smi th  148. LLJ) reported on a successful Drevfus 
~onndation1~~F-s~~~ported~instrument sharing plan oper- 
ating among four Nehraska colleges. Experiments a t  a par- 
ticular school are scheduled according to instrument avail- 
ability. The consortium has given these schools access to four 
times as many instruments as each could afford outright, and 
this is well worth the inconvenience associated with moving . 
the instruments. 

D. Teegarden (49, L U )  descrihed a synthesis of butylated 
hydroxytoluene. The synthesis, which utilizes isohutylene and 
thereby provides gas handling experience, takes one labora- 
torv oeriod and reauires one or two additional sessions for . . 
product purification and characterization. 

E. G. Bar t ick  (132. DWB) conducted workshop sessions 

- 
handling and interpretation. 

C. 0. H u h e r  (70, WH) described the hromination of ni- 

and equally simple electronic circuit which permits bne  to 
follow amperometrically the progress of the reaction by 
measuring the concentration of hromine remaining in the 
reaction mixture as a function of time. Extensions such as 
acidbase effects and substituent effects are easily made. 

E. Henderson (84, CL) descrihed a pocket-sized atomizer 
for use in flame test applications in the high school lahoratory. 
It is quick and easy, superior to conventional Nichrome 
wires. 

G.  Spa r row (92, LGW) has designed a dual range con- 
ductivity meter which is useful in making qualitative com- 
parisons between solutions. Workshop participants were 

provided parts and each constructed a meter hy the end of the 
session. Most plan to use their meters in classroom demon- 
strations of strong, weak, and nonelectrolytes. 

G. G. Hickling (110, CL) described a multiple choice 
questionnaire intended as a student self-assessment of laho- 
ratorv skills. The resulting information helped the facultv 
focus upon areas of particular student strength and weakness. 
The lahoratorv course places considerable emphasis on a 
laboratory practical test where students "are forced to use 
their skills to tackle novel problems." 

H. T. McKone (113, GPB) described the inclusion of 
HPLC in the second semester undergraduate lahoratory as 
a "real tool used in modern-day chemistry." Separations of 
components of allspice, cloves, and cinnamon were de- 
scribed. 

M. M. Caso (134, DR) described the use of a modified dif- 
ferential scannins calorimeter as a tool to studv phvsical and " . .  . 
chemical changes which are accompanied by a gain or loss of 
heat and occur as the temperature of the material is chanced. 
Student experiments inciude determining the specific heats 
for bismuth, lead, or 8-hydroxyquinoline. 
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High School Chemistry 

If one undercurrent ran through the entire conference, it 
was related to the high schoolicollege interface. A close co- 
operation between such formal organizations as the JOURNAL 
OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION, SciQuest, Chem I3 News, and 
the ACS Office of Educational Activities was apparent. What 
was more striking was the amount of discussion of activity, 
ranging from high school teacher workshops to activities at  
national and regional meetines. Manv high school teachers " . " 
attended the meeting, and much programming came from 
them. The interest in this activitv aonears to he both deeo and " .. 
genuine. 

When arranging individual reports into groups, the con- 
ference editor gave serious consideration to doing away with 
a separate high school section and placing these reports into 
other categories. Indeed, a few papers have been treated that 
way. However, by such an action that spirit of the conference 
in which so much formal and informal discussion was given 
to the secondaryitertiary interface would he lost. 

J. P. Rouse, whose paper was read by T. E. Taylor (13, 
RGS), reported on his attempts to determine a set of basic 
ohiectives which should he exoected of even  student com- 
pleting a high school level chemistry course. A questionnaire 
was sent to several hundred high school and college chemistry 
teachers. Almost all respondents expected all of the objectives 
set forth in the questionnaire to be covered! About 20 objec- 
tives that should he stressed, those involving problem solving 
and the relationship of chemistry to the modern world, were 
identified. 

G.  P. Baruch (1 7, RGS) reported on six years of research 
utilizing Piagetian strategies to teach hoth high school and 
college chemistry. His strategies include: carefully constructed 
lecture notes: carefullv constructed lahoratorv data sheets: ~ ~ 

the nine bottle experiment; and a mnemonic called the logic 
hox. Three years are covered in this high school program. 

E. L. Schultz (89, CL) stated four high school objectives, 
namelv to: develoo an understanding of the scientific method: - 
foster interest in a science career; develop a scientific literacy 
with decision-making skills; and aquaint students with 
modern technology. She described an analytical chemistry 

open-access laboratory. The second half of the semester deals 
with instrumental analysis, with hoth the nature and schedule 
of exueriments determined on an individual basis. Because 
a suhstantial amount of instrumentation is available, this 
nroeram mav not he widelv transferable. 

A.M. ~ a r q u i s  (106, JH;RF) gave an enthusiastic presen- 
tation on the expansion of the Secondary School Section in 
the JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION. The JOURNAL 
"needs your contribution;" make the JOURNAL an open let- 
ter." Contribute manuscripts either as unattached articles or 
general features. Become a reviewer! She descrihed a number 
of high school features currently appearing in the JOURNAL. 
She went on (107) to explain how to prepare a paper for na- 
tional publication. Know the journal for which you are writing. 
Call or write to the editor when you feel the need for infor- 
mation. Present the manuscript to the editor in accordance 
with the style guide published by that journal. Be aware of 
oaee and length limits: footnote formats: guidelines for il- . .. 
.uatratim~. graphics, nnd photm. K n m  rhe r<lir<ri>rl prwrss. 
rspcaidly aitn rvgnrd 10 the review pruc(.dure. I)oii'r heait,ttc 

to call or write when a long time elapses after submitting your 
article. Finally, be certain to read and carefully correct all 
galley proofs. 

D. R. Weill, I11 (109, GPB) descrihed a research-oriented 
organic chemistry laboratory program for high-ability sec- 
ondary school students as a second year of chemistry. It is 
subdi&ed into three sections: 20 weeks on separation science; 
an intern project where students work in nearby industry; and 
a librarv research oroiect. The details of several asuects of the 

were pre'seited. Mr. Weill cautioned t i a t  his stu- 
dents in this course were of unusually high ability, and that 
much of his instrumentation was donated by nearby in- 
dustrv. 

R. P. Steiner (1 15, ELS) descrihed a program of coopera- 
tion between the University of Utah and surrounding high 
schools. Twenty high school teachers were present for a day 
of study of the principles and applications of lasers. Activities 
included lectures by experts and tours of laboratories where 
hands-on experience with small lasers was possible. Some 
equipment was purchased and is made available in a lending 
lihrary. Teachers are invited to  bring students to the depart- 
ment for demonstrations of the research lasers. 

J. E. White (116, ELS) descrihed an NSF supported pro- 
gram in which teachers took minicourses during the academic 
year and a short course during the summer. A subsequent 
offering without external support included faculty presen- 
tations on chromatography, history, polymers, and bio- 
chemistry. Teachers prefer minicourses to typical semester 
or quarter courses and prefer to take one at  a time. Other 
means of communication with teachers are visits to their 
schools, departmental newsletters, Teacher Institutes, and 
state organizations. 

E. T. Walford (11 7, ELS) compared high school to college 
chemistry teaching with respect to work load, pressures, and 
degree of satisfaction. High school teachers are often less 
subject oriented than are their college peers; many are 
teaching courses for which they are not qualified. Salaries for 
equally trained high school and college teachers are compa- 
rable. Hieh school teachers have much higher student contact - u 

load and fewer opportunities for peer interaction. When asked 
if he wanted to return to teachine at  the colleee level. Walford 
promptly replied "No." 

C. L. Stanitski (118, ELS) descrihed "Chemistry Day," a 
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one-day program a t  Randolph-Macon College to support and 
encourage high school teachers. Teachers and students worked . . 
together on preselected lahoratory investigations which were 
designed for use in a high school laboratory noting the con- 
straints of time and equipment that  might occur in a typical 
high school laboratory. Lunch and refreshments were pro- 
vided. A career film was shown dnrine tha t  afternoon. The  

times. 
J. Tanaka  (119, ELS) discussed the impact of the ACS core 

material recommendations a t  the high schoollcollege inter- 
face. A revised outline for high school curricula included: 
nomenclature; metric system; dimensional analysis; atomic 
structure; bonding; reactions; stoichiometry; energy, entropy; 
gas laws; equilibria; solutions; and acidlbase chemistry. A 
question was raised as to whether high school instructors will 
he able t o  cope with this curriculum. It remains to be seen as 
to whether the speaker and his coauthors will he successful 
in thrashing out the problems of this regional curriculum. 

H. Taylor  (120, ELS) described a one-day workshop for 
high school and college chemistry teachers which attracted 
50 regional teachers. Activities included an  information ex- 
change, a textbook "pool." a special eventslpropram bulletin 
hoar& and a curricuhm materials display andexchange. A 
conclusion of the group was that  high school teachers should . - 

teach basics well and with enthusiasm. More applied math 
should be taught to improve algebra skills. Finally, exchange 
visits would be very well received. A subcommittee for 
chemistry teachers as  a part of the Cincinnati ACS section is 
in the works. 

D. A. Halsted (122, DDS) discussed the use of modules 
from the Interdisciplinary Approaches to Chemistry (IAC) 
published by Harper and Row. These modules provide de- 
scriptive content not found in most other high school curric- 
ula. Since many high school chemistry students do not  go to 
college, the development of positive attitudes as achieved 
through scientific literacy developed in these modules is im- 
portant. 

J. A. H a r r i s  (123. DDS) descrihed a chemistrv and . , 
crime-solving unit which she has developed. Topics which she 
has included are fineer~rints. footorints. hair. and blood: soil u .  , A . . 
samples, minerals, paint, fibers; documents; drugs, poisons; 
and fire. firearms. and exolosives. Students solve mvsteries 
by reading files and by examining a "bag of evidence." Ac- 
tivities include using chromatoaraphv to decide which Den was 
used t o  write a no&, decidingwheher a stain is blood, and 
drug identification methods. A guest speaker from the crime 
Inh 31 the Iwal p<Jice dcpnrr~n' nt c:lps chit rhc unir. 
M. R..Andersen t l A l ,  I)l).i, cl~sirihtvl ru<ng<.ntnl  :tr.tt( - 

gies tha t  a high school teacher has available to-help students 
cope with the formal (abstract) concepts of chemistry. One 
is t o  induce principles first with objects of everyday experi- 
ence. Several examples were provided, such as balancing 
equations using poker chips or using foil-wrapped packages 
of equal bu t  unknown numbers of a variety of objects to in- 
troduce the mole concept. A second strategy is to provide ex- 
amples t ha t  contradict the previous experiences of students, 
prodding them into r e o r g a n k g  their thought patterns about 
the physical world. A heated suhstance undergoing a phase . . -  
change does not experience a temperature increase; cooling 
a flask filled with very hot water may cause it to  boil. 

S. A. Ware  (101. DR) undated the services being offered 
to secondary schoolteachers through the American Ehemical 
Society. Only 19% of high school students take chemistry; 50% 
of students in secondary schools complete their last science 
course (usually biology) in grade 10. Ware urged national 
participation on the part of high school chemistry teachers, 
where only 900 of 23,000 eligible are members. Current ac- 
tivities include: demonstration workshops, summer confer- 
ences, a film lihrarv, curriculum guidance, lab safety infor- 
mation, continuing education programs, career literature, and 
classroom speakers. 
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Media, Gadgets 

At recent conferences (Madison. Fort Collins. and now 
Rochester) there have heen display; of new media and gad- 
gets. If anything, there seemed to be less of this activity a t  
Rochester than there had been previously, especially in the 
com~uter  area. Presenters tended to hrina output rather than - .  
to provide hands-on "on line" activity for participants. 

Models 
S. J. Baum (7, DHS) reports the integration of molecular 

models within his laboratory manual. Students build models 
of reactants and products as they work through the experi- 

balls. Models with accurate, clearly visible bond angles and 
internuclear distances are capable of representing the 3- 
dimensional spatial characteristics of the pi-bond and con- 
iueation. 

~ a L h  was provided with; kit. Examples of using 
models included: balancing equations; spatial relations in 
molecular and ionic structnies;-relations between shape and 
polarity; and geometric aspects of intermolecular interactions. 
Workshop participants were shown how to assemble the parts 
of their kits, and how to build a wide variety of structures. 
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Computers 
J. I. Gelder (40, LLJ) described CAI programs written for 

the $2,500 Apple I1 Plus which incorporate the latest ideas in 
learning theories to produce an attractive means of intro- 
ducing the abstract concepts of introductory chemistry. For 
example, a student learning the gas laws can call up on a color 
TV screen a nicture of a cvlinder and niston. S/he can "in- 
troduce" a mkasured numger of moles of ideal gas, and then 
varv the volume and tem~erature  hv adiustine controls. The 
s t ~ d e n t  who hub tliflicult; relating fhesCwncr~te phen~m(.m 
tu  kiwtic ~nolecul;lr theon can rhrn ask I,, w e  fhr "molt.cd(4' 
and the cylinder is snddeily filled with bright red blips. A beep 
tone is heard for each collision, which produces a rising cre- 
scendo as the pressure is increased. One "molecule" is colored 
white so that an individual trajectory can he observed amid 
the confusion. 

K. J. Johnson (63, JIG) described three Fortran programs. 
QUAL is a 13-cation inoreanic oual simulation Droeram. ID 
is a 20-questions game inwhich'the object is to'idekify the 
unknown inorganic compound with the minimum number of 

questions. NINSOL is a variation of the nine bottles experi- 
ment. Several other programs are also available. These may 
be shared a t  nominal cost bv contacting the author. 

J. W. Beatty (64, JIG) described a p&pun for underpre- 
pared students which makes use of nine CAI modules. The 
course is designed to develop math skills and student confi- 
dence using a mastery approach. Considerable success is 
claimed for increasing student self-confidence. The author 
advocates the 8K PET microcomputer as economical and 
esneciallv well suited to nrovidine needed ara~hics.  

3. ~ u & h i n s o n  (65, J ~ G )  has written a problem set gener- 
ating program for DEC 11. The program is designed to pro- 
duce large numbers of individualized problem sets to he dis- 
tributed to students. The Droeram also generates answers for 
the instructor. I t  is designed to allow theuser to enter the text 
for the problem, the range of numerical values, and the 
equation necessary to arrive at the correct answer. Copies may 
be arranged by writing to the author. 

G. S. Owen (66, JIG) described interfacing an Apple I1 to 
a Hitachi UV-Visible spectrophotometer through an %bit 
analog to digital converter (ADC). The ADC will allow up to 
16 instruments to be controlled by the Apple 11. The Apple 
is used to collect the spectral data which is down loaded to an 
IBM 1134 where calculations are performed and returned to 
the Apple to be plotted using high-resolution graphics. Many 
details of using the Apple were described by the author who 
feels that this microcomputer is well suited for interfacing 
laboratory instrumentation. 

C. Allen (67. JIG) applied electronic data orocessine to 

program will create a file containing the author's name, title, 
etc., and a series of keywords based on the titles to locate an 
experiment or set of experiments of particular interest. Re- 
quests for details should he directed to the authors. 
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Wisconsin 54971. 
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Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia 30314. 
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Laboratory Experiments from- J.' CHEM. EDUC. with 
Computer Access; (2) Computer-Assisted Report Grad- 
ing; (3) Soerates, An Instructional Technique in Problem 
Solving. Carolyn Allen, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, 
New York 11794, Stanley Bunce and James Zubrick, Rens- 
selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12181. 
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Other Media cell designations are shown. Slide sets may he purchased from 
the author. 

W. T. Burnet t  (9,82, DHS, CL) described a television ap- 
proach to the demonstrations of Laboratory skills using 
hardware obtained through an NSF CAUSE grant. The LSU 
vhilosonhv of television production was presented. 

D. W. Emerson (10, DHS) requires that students demon- 
strate masterv of basic skills outside of the classroom. For 
example, 12%"f 454 students fail a t  proportions, hut 88% fail 
for significant figures and 92% for graph~ng. Sharply focused 
individualized learning on these topics is offered through 
media such as written texts, slideltape presentations, video- 
tapes, and hands-on work with instruments. This work is ac- 
complished a t  a learning resources center. 

L. L. Jones (85, CL) presented videotaped demonstrations 
(using the Betamax format) which are employed in general 
chemistry classes taught by TAs in charge of a particular 
section, a system used at Illinois-Urhana. The demonstrations 
are interactive in that the tape may be stopped with responses 
elicited from the students a t  appropriate times. The philos- 
onhv is that all sections can have access to the demonstra- . . 
tion-type experiences. 

J. L. Sarquis (88, CL) descrihed audiotaped discussions 
and accompanying workbooks as a supplement to the tradi- 
tional lecture presentation. These resources appear to be used 
heavily by students, mostly in their homes. Student partici- 
pation has been carefully integrated within the taped mate- 
rial. 

G. M. Bodner (97, TET) used the lap dissolve slide tech- 
nique to show three-dimensional crystal networks. Packing 
arrangements, octahedral holes, tetrahedral holes, and unit 

his students. 
S. Feinpold (133. DWB) described various techniaues used . ,  

to prepare slides for instructional purposes, and to making 
synchronized slide-tape programs. Much information was 
provided hy his company, Visual Horizons, of Rochester, New 
York. He responded to a wide range of audience questions. 
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Faculty Development, TAs, Teaching Strategies 

A wide variety of different papers were presented in the 
"teachine methods" area. However, there was no maior sense 
of movement from the participants toward this direction. 
Some of these pavers stressed content-how to use the subiect . . 
itself to get an idea across. 

G. Crosby (19, NEG) used exuberant prose as he reviewed 
the development of Avogadro's ideas. He went on to present 
some sample calculations designed to show students the effect 
of scaling to the mole scale. Avogadro's number was shown Lo 
be the bridge between the microscopic and macroscopic 
worlds. As an illustration of the magnitude of Avogadro's 
number, Crosby concluded with a few slides of the results of 
fallout from the Mt. St. Helen's eruption. Small sample vials 
of volcanic ash were distributed to the audience. 

T. M. Dunn (20. NEG) proceeded to develop further the 
theme begun by Crosby. ~k encouraged his listeners to par- 
ticipate in gedankrn  experiments with a Maxwell's demon 
and noted that he has asked students to write assays on "My 
Life as Maxwell's Demon." He concluded with a review of 
several precise determinations of Avogadro's number and 
noted that unresolved discrepancies in the value from various 
measurements remain. 

G. Haight (72, WH) presented a discussion of oxidation- 
reduction reactions heeinnine with the "ahloeistonists." If one . 
interprets phlogiston to mean electrons, the present day in- 
teroretation of redox orocesses is entirely consistent with the 
phiogiston theory. ~Gidence exists for mechanisms in which 
not only one, hut two, three, and even four electrons are 

terize certain oxidizing agents as one-electron transfer agents 
(monodeelectronators) and others as two-electron transfer 
agents (di-deelectronators). 

J. D. Herron (102, JH, RF) provided an enjoyable analogy 
between science and religion. He compared the need for sci- 
entific understanding to the need for knowledge of religious 
principles and theology. People are led to believe that only a 
few are capable of understanding science. Herron argued for 
a kind of scientific literacy achievable by the communication 
of practical applications rather than theoretical ideas. 

E. Vitz (6, NEG) used several Sidney Harris cartoons and 
two demonstrations to introduce an argument for a new def- 
inition of chemistry: a study of atoms and molecules and their 
properties. This definition, he argues, hetter communicates 
what it is that chemists do. 

M. J. Pavelich (74, RGS) discussed the art of asking 
questions in the lecture class. He illustrated the kinds of 
cognitive demands which a question can elicit. The questions 
he used brought out attendee interest because they dealt with 
college enrollment, salaries, and equipment funds. In a large 
class he suggests discussion, work-time answer sessions, and 
homework. In small classes he favors problem sets to be 
worked in class and small group discussions. 

M. C. Hidalgo (79, RGS) described techniques for small 
group discussion in which students must read papers (8-10 
pages) and condense their contents into no more than 10 lines 
and then into a 10-word slogan. She summarized several 
benefits she felt resulted from this approach. 

J. H. Cullen (32, JEW, PKW) described a summer training 
program for new TAs a t  Cornell. Objectives are orientation 
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to the department; instruction in effective teaching methods; 
and exnerience with different techniaues of teachine. - 
Teaching instruction included techniques for leading a dis- 
cussion, questioning, and classroom discipline. Other activities 
included discussion of Project TEACH modules, observation 
in classes, introduction to Piaaet, and concept mappina. The 
program is now being offered& four weeksiength;and of 
the new TAs are expected to participate. 

T. R. Wildeman (73, RGS) described a seminar program 
aimed a t  faculty development in teaching. Three kinds of 
seminars were employed: an ordinary hour-long session; a new 
faculty workshop; and a workshop seminar spread out over 
several weeks. About of the faculty regularly attend. The 
group has become influential in determining policy related 
to teaching. To establish such a program, several like-minded 
faculty are needed together with about $5,000 in funding for 
sneakers and expenses. 

of ~ i i e s  (73):~ood lecturers try to create a two-sided com- 
munication. Basic techniques were discussed. Other sugges- 
tions included: explain your identity (hobbies, research) and 
know the student's identities (majors, reasons for taking 
course); show your personality; determine the mood of the 
students, and respond. When lecturing, a break ahout once 
every 15-20 minutes is needed; demonstrations work well 
here. 

T. E. Tavlor (14. RGS) snoke to the teacher's role as a de- . . .  . . 
veloper of a creator of knowledge. The teacher is to awaken 
and channel ideas. Give the students trulv new experiences: 
use more than just one sense. Create dissonance in the stu- 
dents-a will to doubt. During the question period, Taylor 
maintained that the traditional lecture may he obsolete. 

L. S. Fowler (15, RGS) opened with a brief summary of 

trated with a learning cycle based upon transferring water 
between two large containers using unequally sized dippers 
until eauilihrinm is reached. Discussion centered nnon the 
development of suitable classroom learning cycles. 

L. C. Lewis (16. RGS) sees the teacher as a facilitator of . , 

learning whose primary function is to expedite cognitive de- 
velo~ment. He tries to maximize student/instructor contact 

istry program that he developed which supports these tech- 
niques. The discussion session following his talk centered 
around the questioning techniques used by Lewis. 

L. G .  Williams (18, RGS) described a unique approach to 
teaching found a t  Hampshire College where the emphasis is 
upon problem solving and inquiry a t  the freshman level. 
Students begin by designing and carrying out a chemistry 
project, the goal of which is for the student to understand one 
mode of inquiry used in science. Typical course topics are 
holography, acid rain, photographic reproduction, and energy 
and the environment. Students are evaluated hy a faculty 
committee a t  an oral exam. Although this approach might be 
expected to produce superior innovative chemistry students, 
one sobering note brought out during discussion was the 40% 
attrition rate. 

A. T. Schwartz (25, EK) recommended that teachers de- 
liberately introduce ambiguities of science to their students. 

rather than with presented facts. 
P. K. Welty (33, JEW) uses the term "nunfacilitating 

topics" to describe those topics found in the general chemistry 
course which either inhibit the learning of broader topics or 
distract attention from hroader topics. To alleviate this 
orohlem. one delavs those nonfacilitatine tonics which are 
necessar; and deletes those which are not;weity argues that 
the atomic mass unit is a tonic to be deleted. He recommends 
giving weights of atoms in grams and defining the mole ac- 
cording to the mass ratio. 
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New Courses 

As one might expect, the conference brought forth many 
r e ~ o r t s  of new courses. Most of these involved using new 
stiategies rather than teaching new andlor different content. 
At other recent times there seemed to he a movement toward 

mental chemistry courses. If &ch a move were afoot a t  
Rochester, it escaped the notice of the conference re- 
porters. 

W, E. Wesolowski (30, LSF) descrihed a course, lntro- 
duction to Industrial Chemistry. He emphasized the need for 
ineoruoratine com~arisons of textbook chemistrv to industrial .~~~ u . 
chemistry in courses. In addition, he talked adout the group 
dvnamics of the industrial work situation and how one can use 
groups and group leaders in teaching laboratory situations. 

R. D. Downing (34, GMB) descrihed a team taught 
chemistry and physics course. Students in the class may enroll 
for chemistry, physics, or both. Topics taken in common are 
units, prohl~&-solving strategies, graphing, report writing, 
atomic theory, bonding, states of matter, nuclear science, 
electrochemistry, and thermodynamics. 

G.  Rhodes (75. RGS) descrihed a freshman seminar. , , 
"Science and Literature." A short written paper is an admis- 
sion ticket to each session, the first hour of which is conducted 
entirely by students. Rhodes spoke of the difficulties students 
had in comparing activities in science and literature. The 
discussion period led to questions that related Rhodes' ob- 
servations of his students to a scheme of intellectual devel- 
opment attributed to William Perry of Harvard. 

U. Zoller (77, RGS) discussed his experience in developing 
three sensitive chemistry curricula: chemistry and smoking; 
chemistry, hashish, and marijuana; and chemistry and alco- 
holism. The difficulties in dealing with issue-laden subjects 
were discussed a t  length. 

C. E. Ophardt (87, RGS) feels that students in allied health 
chemistry courses need knowledge of biochemical principles 
more than they do a functional group approach to organic 
chemistry. He has reorganized his course hased upon this 
notion in a program which appears to he as well executed as 
conceived. Biochemical topics are always tightly coupled to 
traditional organic topics in his course organization 

D. M. ~ h o k p s o n  (90, CL) descrihed a ~ a n u a r y  Term of- 
fering, "Elementary Scientific Symmetry." The course is an 
excellent blend of hands-on experiences with symmetry, 
mathematical introduction to group theory, and an interactive 
small group learning experience. Symmetry examples from 
the everyday experience are used extensively. The most 
striking models employed were some "cut and paste" three- 
dimensional representations of the work of Escher. 

Y. S. Yamamoto (91, CL) descrihed the RIT co-op program 
which has been in operation since 1912. About 80% of the 
co-op students work in Rochester or the adjacent northeastern 
part of the country. Some 70 students are currently involved. 
About 50% of the students accept employment with their 
co-op employers. This program has clear advantages for the 
career-oriented student. Even though the Droaram takes 

W. F. Coleman (98, TET) described an upper division1 
beginning graduate level course on "Chemical Applications 
of Lasers." Four major topics include: nature of the lasing 
process; nature of laser light; survey of available lasers; and 
selected applications. Course experiments include measure- 
ment of wavelength dependence, laser intensity measure- 

ments, two photon excited fluorescence, and modular con- 
struction of a Raman spectrometer. 

I. M. Gottlieb (104, JH, RF) emphasized the need for col- 
leges to hybridize their science curricula with nonscience of- 
ferines. He noted that manv science trained undergraduates 
mwc t#wucl law ur I,us~nesb degrees rather t l i i ~ n  1 0  trad~twn.il 
maatcr-. and I'hlh. 'l'hv IIS Ievrl iit.w.e in sclrnce .\dminis- 
tration a t  Widener University is intended to provide foun- 
dations in science as well as for scientific uses in a complex 
socio-economic environment. 

D. I. Lewis (112, GPB) descrihed the "Broad-Option 
Laboratory" for students to learn basic chemical prinEiples 
and skills while gaining experience in a specific career field. 
She has used this amroachat the introductorv 4-vear colleee . . . . u 

level for science majors, a t  the 2-year level for nursing and 
medical technology students, and an instrumental analysis 
course a t  a 4-year university. 

M. P. Goodstein (11, DHS) suggested that students not 
doing well in the math parts of a general chemistry course 
disapvear as if thev had fallen into a black hole. A Sci-Math 
projkEt was developed to help students do proportional cal- 
culations. I t  is critical to teach relationships rather than iust 
sample problems. 

B. Wells (60, AAR) descrihed a Piagetian-based laboratory 
program which is used in conjunction with a PSI lecture sys- 
tem. Emphasis is upon "exploration through doing" without 
instructions. Safety procedures and time guidelines are pro- 
vided. The three-phase learning cycles approach to experi- 
ments was discussed. Student alumni of this course perform 
as well as those of a traditional course on skills tests a t  the end 
of the term. 

S. Bunce (12, DHS) descrihed a chemistry course supple- 
mented for the well-prepared student, wherein two semesters 
of general chemistry are presented in one semester. Individ- 
ualized assignments are hased upon pretests, and lab work is 
individualized hased upon a student's background. This 
course is problem-oriented. 
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General Papers 
As with any large conference, there were several presenta- 

tions which defied compartmentalization into categories. 
A. B. Johnson (126, DR) presented an  analysis of studies 

of 297 pupils in 20 O'Level schools in Sierra Leone, West Af- 
rica. She found the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) to be the 
best predictor of sciences in chemistry and physics for stu- 
dents going on to American and European Universities. 

L. F. Ha tch  (121, ELS) descrihed aspects of teaching and 
student life in Saudi Arabia. 

H. G. Friedstein (105, JH, RF) has developed a curriculum 
component, "Career Education as an Integral Part  of the 
Science Classroom." She uses newspaper and magazine ads 
for professionals, annual reports of companies, and field trips 
to local industries as resources. She asks students to simulate 
the development and marketing of a product through the 
corporate structure. 

D. A. Katz  (103, JH ,  RF) recommended using historical 
oersnectives as a means of outtine descri~tive chemistrv hack . . - 
into the curriculum. There are opportunities to show how 
chemistry developed from the arts and trades: metal working 
and alchemy, dyes and pigments, building materials, glass- 
making, perfumes, beer and wine. The talk was highlighted 
with examples and a demonstration of changing "copper into 
rold and silver.'' 
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Fry readahility test. Application requires 6-7 hours per text. 
The levels of cognitive domain are emphasized and the com- 
parison of formal and concrete requirements are obtained 
through use of the survey; presentation sequence and diffi- 
cultv of mathematical content are not. 
K. Ber ry  (80, CL) presented a comprehensive checklist of 

textbook aualities to he considered prior to adoption. He 
concentratkd on text readahility using several ap&oaches. 

W. Bleam, Jr.,  (81, CL) descrihed several useful analogies. 
The fruit hasket analogy is used for stoichiometry, as is the 
mole-mole bridge. He reports excellent results with students 
a t  the concrete operational stage of development. 

J. F. Eix  (78, RGS) presented a novel approach to teaching 
students about the periodic chart. His method is based upon 
close examination of the ionization energies of the first 20 el- 
ements. 

J. D. Hostettler (69, WH) used pe-pH diagrams to display 
the aaueous oxidation reduction chemistry for a variety of 
substances. The diagrams are constructedming the ~ e l n s t  
eauation a t  various OH'S. The  resulting graphs delineate re- . .  . 
gions or fields where the various species are thermodynami- 
cally stahle. By comparing the curve for water with that  for 
other elements, one can predict the species stahle in aqueous 
solution. These diagrams are an excellent tool for displaying 
descriptive chemistry. 

L. J. Sacks  (47, LLJ) has postulated a new model for 
chemical hondine based uoon the charee ratio and ionic size 
ratio. Several assumptions are unusual. Hydrogen is consid- 
ered as  the negative hydride ion in all compounds, and elec- 
tronegativity is rejected as having no physical meaning. 

G. Rhodes (46, LLJ) has worked out a method for averag- 
ing conformations which demonstrates the concepts of 
chemical versus magnetic equivalency to the most skeptical 
student. 

M. V. O r n a  (44, LLJ) descrihed the pigment analysis of a 
recently discovered medieval manuscript as an example of an 
interdisciplinary project between an analytical chemist and 
an art  historian. The result has been the first c o m ~ l e t e  color 
palette of a medieval manuscript. Techniques employed in- 
cluded oolarized lieht ~ ~ ~ O S C O D V ,  X-ray diffraction. and - ... 
X-ray fluorescence. 

V. A. Wilcox (35. GMB) described the teachine of chem- . 
istry a t  a science museum. Demonstrations must compete for 
a visitor's attention. Various strategies t o  develop museum 
materials were descrihed. 

K. E. Kolh (26, EK) has used the SQUIB concept, brief 
news items about chemistry, [or years. Students are held re- 
sponsible for the SQUIB material presented. SQUIBS may 
he generated by either students or faculty. They have the ef- 
fect of sensitizing students to the place of chemicals and the 
chemical industry in their lives. 
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Other Aspects of the Conference 

On Tuesday afternoon, Margaret Anderson chaired a ses- 
sion of participants interested in the high schoollfirst year 
college interface. The skills which best served the needs of the 
college hound student, as decided by a sort of consensus, are 
attitude toward learning; ability to deal with models and ah- 
stractions: skills in lahoratorv maninulations: basic academic 
and stud;skills-reading, Giting, cimputati'on; and learning 
from inference (self-teachine. self-disciplining. self-moti- -. 
vating). 

On Monday afternoon, the University of Rochester held an 
open house. Buses were provided to the River Campus of the 
U. of R. As reported by Truman Schwartz, visitors were cor- 
dially welcomed to Charles F. Hutchinson Hall, the new home 
of the chemistry and biology departments by Rochester 
chemists. The hosts conducted brief tours of the excellent 
research facilities and summarized some of the problems 
currently under investigation. There was also opportunity for 
Chem Ed conferees to visit informally with some of the 24 
chemistry professors and 80 graduate students. The conver- 
sation was augmented with cheese, crackers, sherry, and 
French Colombard. 

Conference Arrangements 

Participants smoothly were checked into a twelve-story 
dormitory where accommodations were very good. Families 
were checked into a campus motel. Many of those in the dor- 
mitory enjoyed late evening (early morning) hours, accom- 
panied by liquid spirits. 

The opening session on Sunday a t  8:00 PM was followed by 
an eleeant recention includine sherrv and netit-fours. Everv - u 

evening thereafter, there were beer-and-pretzel receptions. 
Arrangements a t  Madison included livinr and eating in a - - - 

single dormitory, a very desirable situation. At Fort Collins, 
dormitories were more snread out and most meals were 
catch-as-catch-can. This proved to he undesirable. In Roch- 
ester. conferees intermixed with RIT students for nine of 
eleven meals. This worked out very well, however, due in large 
part to the architecture of the dining hall. As one emerged 
from the cafeteria line, one could scan down thruugh the tiered 
eating sections and he quite successful a t  finding fellow par- 
ticipants and friends. This enhanced participants ability to 
make new acquaintances, and onquestionably contributed to 
the success of the conference. 

The food was excellent. On one occasion we dined with a 
verv wersonahle hearing-imnaired student, CS. He was 
studykg medical technol&. 'He noted that it was "very nice 
when erouns come to campus" because the "food in the dor- 
mitoGgeG hetter." CS went through the food line three times 
while we were there! And those large scales a t  the exit to the 
dining hall, well, perhaps they would have heen better placed 
a t  the entrance. For several of us they would have been hetter 
located near the ice cream chests 

There was an excellent banquet on Tuesday evening, and 
a deliehtful brunch on Thursdav morning following the 

"Notes 6th" 

Our first treat upon checking in was to he handed a copy of 
"Notes 6th," a three-ring-hound conference hook which in- 
cluded abstracts for all papers together with other printed 
conference materials. The hinder was nicely done. This was 
a particularly thorough and well thought out document. Of 
all the memorabilia which a nonparticipant might acquire to 
capture the full impact of Rochester, the approximately 350 
pages of "Notes 6 t h  with its many inserts must rate as 
# 1. 

Another comment, the conference logo was both clever and 
in good taste. 

Kudos from the Conference Editor 

Hats off to: Alan Hutchcroft who will henceforth be known 
as The Rockford Rabbit for his smashing victorv in the lOkm 
Chemathon '80 race; David Harpp, theCanadian gazelle for 
his 5km triumph; John Gelder, for his heautifully done poster 
presentation in CAI; Miriam Nagel, for the best collection of 
practical safety tips ever heard by this editor; and to the Henry 
Bents, who brought the audience to its feet in a round of 
well-deserved applause. 

Because so many sessions were held it was necessary to ask 
many participants to share in the reporting function; 29 re- 
porters were involved. All reporters conscientiously covered 
these sessions and allowed us to prepare a report which is in- 
tended to reflect the spirit of the conference and which com- 
plements the abstracts in constituting a conference record. 
Mv sincere thanks to these renorters for their accurate and 
prompt reports. 

Finallv. Earl Krakower. George Stevens, and Len Fine did 
an outstanding job.  hank yo;, thank you for all partici- 
pants, 

I In Memorium 

James Wllson, Emeritus Professor of 
Chemistry at RIT and Treasurer of the 
Sixth Biennial Conference on Chemical 
Education died in October after a brief 
illness. He had retired from the Chem- 
istry faculty in August after 34 years of 
dedicated teaching and service to the 
chemistry cornmunit+ The highlight of 
his last year in the Chemistry Depan- 
ment was his active involvement In the 
planning of the Biennial Conference. 
marked by his attention and persistence 
to the details of fiscal accounting. The 
~uccesful implememation of the Ca* 
ference is testimony to his dedication. i 

  he math on '80 race. The prices <$23.50 per person fbr 11 
meals) were incredibly low for such good food. 
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